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Abstract—This study focuses on the use of pull-up machines
as effective muscle training tools at home and proposes exercise
recording systems to promote habituation. The proposed system
incorporates an acceleration sensor in the main body of the pullup machine and automatically determines the training exercise
based on the degree of swaying. In this study, we developed a
pull-up machine with accelerometers attached to three locations
and reported the results of an evaluation experiment with
eight subjects. In the evaluation experiment, we asked each
subject to perform four exercises (hanging, pull-ups, leg raises,
and pushups), and constructed an exercise judgment model by
applying machine learning to the time-series acceleration data
obtained during the exercise. Consequently, the accuracy of
the judgment by the acceleration sensor mounted on the top
was significantly high. Among the machine learning algorithms,
logistic regression was found to be highly accurate in leave-oneperson out (LOPO), with an accuracy of 0.776 and an F-measure
of 0.775.
Index Terms—Sport tracking; Exercise recognition; Accelerometer; Health

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in physical
exercise and an increasing awareness of its benefits. Since the
spread of COVID-19 last year, there has been an increased
focus on exercising at home; however, issues with time management and preparation remain a hindrance. Additionally, it
is difficult to determine the effects of exercise. Therefore, in
this study, we propose a system to consider exercises that can
be easily performed at home and to track changes during the
exercises.
First, to exercise easily at home, it is essential to recognize
the area, costs, parts of the body that can be trained, and
ease of use of the device. Exercise with body weight or
dumbbells is relatively easier to use in terms of area or cost,
but laying out a yoga mat is a hassle. Additionally, although
exercise with a balance ball is easy, there are few body
areas that can be trained. Exercise using a bicycle can be
started quickly; however, it requires a long duration for aerobic
exercise. Therefore, we focused on exercise using a pull-up
machine. Pull-up machines cost relatively more, however, they
do not require any preparation, and training can be started
immediately. In addition, it is an anaerobic exercise, implying
that the body can be trained in less time.
Next, a system for tracking changes in the body is necessary
to keep records. The reason is that by accumulating daily

records, we can see significant changes in the long term. In
this study, for the first step in constructing the above system,
we verified whether the system can correctly estimate the four
types of exercise using a pull-up machine.
Wearable devices, cameras, and wireless devices were some
of the methods used to estimate exercise using a pull-up
machine. The method using wearable devices involves wearing
a Fitbit or Apple watch on the wrist and estimating the
exercises based on the information obtained from the device
[1] . However, wearing a device can be a hassle and may be
uncomfortable to wear during training. Camera-based methods
perform exercise estimation using images [2] . However, the
processing load for image-based methods is significantly high.
Moreover, a certain distance is required to capture the full
view of the pull-up machine, and the area advantage is lost.
An alternative method can be the use of wireless devices [3]
. However, it is not possible to use household radios that
are affected by the movement of other objects, rendering it
impossible to estimate correctly.
To solve this problem, we propose a method that uses an
accelerometer. The accelerometer was installed in the pull-up
machine, and the user’s exercise was inferred from the swaying
of the equipment. The sensors installed in the pull-up machine
were small, had little impact in terms of cost or area, and can
be an additional option for the pull-up machine. Users keep a
record of their exercise simply by using the pull-up machine
as mentioned.
A pull-up machine equipped with sensors was set up in the
laboratory, and an evaluation experiment was conducted with
eight subjects (21 to 23 years old). The subjects were asked to
perform four exercises: hanging, pull-ups, leg raises, and pushups. The accelerometers were installed at the top, middle, and
bottom of the pull-up machine to determine the appropriate
locations. Then, we applied machine learning (logistic regression) to the time-series sensor data to construct an exercise
estimation model. We tested the accuracy of the subjectdependent inference model using 10-fold cross validation and
obtained an accuracy of 0.760 and an F-measure of 0.760. We
also tested the accuracy of the subject-independent inference
model using leave-one-person out (LOPO), and confirmed
that it could be estimated with an accuracy of 0.776 and an
F-measure of 0.775. We also tested other machine learning
algorithms and determined that the subject-dependent infer-

ence model was more than 75% accurate for ANN, LR, and
RF. The subject-independent inference models were confirmed
to be more than 75% accurate for ANN, LightGBM, LR,
and RF. The results differed depending on the location of
the accelerometer. Machine learning (logistic regression) was
applied, and validation was performed using 10-fold cross
validation. Consequently, the accuracy and F-measure for the
upper part, middle part, and lower part were 0.760 and 0.760,
0.659 and 0.659, and 0.660 and 0.662, respectively. Therefore,
it was confirmed that the highest accuracy was obtained when
the sensor was placed at the top.
II. R ELATED RESEARCH
In this section, we discuss related studies on exercise estimation. Various methods have been proposed, depending on the
exercises, location, and application. Most of these methods can
be divided into three categories: (1) methods using wearable
devices, (2) methods using cameras to estimate images, and
(3) methods using radio waves (WiFi) for estimation. In the
following sections, we discussed the proposed method.

cameras. Xiao et al. proposed a method to distinguish between
four exercises using WiFi channel state information (CSI)
waveform-based functions [3] . Guo et al. similarly proposed a
method to analyze exercises in home and work environments
using CSI information [7] . However, special equipment is
required to measure CSI, and it is not possible to use an
ordinary home Wi-Fi router. Further, WiFi may affect the
connection depending on the environment and time; therefore,
measurements may not be correct.
III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
In this section, we propose a system architecture for performing exercises using a pull-up machine. As the first step,
we also propose a method for estimating the training of four
exercises using a pull-up machine.

A. Wearable-based
Methods using wearable devices have been widely studied.
Chang et al. proposed a wearable solution to measure the
type and number of repetitions of free-weight exercises [1]
. RecoFit [4] is a wearable system based on an arm-mounted
inertial sensor that can distinguish between exercise and
non-exercise periods. It can detect various strength-training
exercises. Takada et al. investigated the recognition accuracy
of 10 different exercises for each wearable sensor position,
focusing on body weight training without using equipment [5]
. These wearable device-based methods can accurately collect
detailed information. However, it is necessary to wear a device
during training, rendering it difficult to record daily training.
Additionally, if a person forgets to wear it once, they tend to
stop wearing it the next day.
B. Camera-based
The camera-based method can be used for training without
the use of a sensor. Therefore, it is possible to perform
measurements without discomfort. Additionally, Khurana et
al. proposed a method that uses a single camera to track
multiple people exercising simultaneously and measuring the
type and repetition of exercise [2] . However, Velloso et
al. compared wearable sensors and stated that camera-based
methods have privacy problems and are affected by external
factors such as lighting and sight lines [6] . In this study, we
assumed a home environment, and the brightness of the rooms
varied. Moreover, it is impossible to exercise several people
simultaneously using a single pull-up machine.
C. Radio wave-based
The WiFi-based method does not require to be worn like
a wearable device. Therefore, it can be used without any
discomfort, similar to the camera-based method. Moreover,
there is no privacy issue because images are not used as in

Fig. 1. System Architecture

A. Overview
The purpose of this system is to assist people who do not
usually exercise to start exercising in a short time and develop
a routine. To achieve this, it is necessary to use a system
that automatically records exercises and provides feedback on
those records. Figure 1 illustrates the entire system. When
the user is trained with the pull-up machine, features are
extracted from the sensor. Then, using the features, exercises,
number of repetitions, and users are estimated by machine
learning and recorded in a database. By feeding back the
records to the users, they can track daily changes and promote
routine formation. In the next section, for the first step of this
system, we propose a method for estimating the training of
four exercises using a pull-up machine from the accelerometer.
B. Proposed Method for Estimating Exercise
In this study, we adopted a machine learning-based approach
to estimate exercise using a pull-up machine. In the following
section, we describe the process of building an estimation
model.
1) Feature extraction: In this study, the window size and
features were selected based on previous research [8]–[10]
on action recognition using accelerometers. First, a window
size of 1.24 s was adopted. The window overlap ratio was

50%. The following features were used: mean, standard deviation, median absolute deviation, maximum, minimum, sum of
squares, entropy, interquartile range, coefficients of the fourthorder Burg autoregressive model, range of minimum and
maximum values, root mean square, skewness of the frequency
signal, kurtosis of the frequency signal, maximum frequency
component, weighted average of the frequency signal, spectral
energy of the frequency band, and power spectral density.
2) Machine Learning: In machine learning, a classification
model that outputs exercise labels was constructed using
feature-extracted time-series signals as inputs. In this study,
as a preliminary experiment, we compared the recognition
accuracy of nine typical machine learning algorithms: support vector machine (SVM), artificial neural network (ANN),
random forest (RF), decision tree (DT), LightGBM, logistic
regression (LR), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), naive Bayes
(NB), and extra-trees (ET).

Fig. 4. Accelerometer data

IV. E XPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW OF EXERCISE ESTIMATION
In this study, we examined two exercises. First, the sway of
the pull-up machine was considered to be different for each
exercise. We verified whether training could be estimated from
the difference in swaying. Second, the position of the sensor is
important for estimating the exercise from the sway of the pullup machine. The hypothesis was that the upper part of the pullup machine would sway the most and has the highest accuracy;
therefore, the accuracy was compared at three locations.
The experiment was performed using acceleration sensors
installed at the top, middle, and bottom of the pull-up machine,
as shown in Figure 2 , and data collection experiments were
conducted. The subjects were eight males aged between 21 and
23 years, who performed a total of 13 sets of four exercises.
The content of one set consisted of four events: hanging, pullups, leg raises, and push-ups, as shown in Figure 3 . Hanging
was performed for more than 5 s, and pull-ups, leg raises, and
push-ups were performed five times.
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

Fig. 2. Pull-up machine with accelerometer

Fig. 3. 4 types of exercise using a pull-up machine

As a result of the measurements, we obtained the data shown
in Figure 4 from the accelerometer. From these data, it can be
confirmed that waveforms with different characteristics can
be measured for each exercise. The feature extraction process
was applied to these data, and the exercises were estimated
using nine different machine-learning algorithms. The 10-fold
CV was used to evaluate the subject-dependent model. Further,
leave-one-person-out (LOPO) was used to evaluate the subjectindependent model. The results are listed in Tables I and II
.
As shown in Table I , the subject-dependent inference
model using RF, ANN, and LR achieved an accuracy of
more than 75%. However, as shown in Table II , the subjectindependent inference model using ANN, LightGBM, LR,
and RF achieved an accuracy of more than 75%. Comparing
the accuracy of subject-dependent inference models using
DT, KNN, LightGBM, LR, and SVM with those of subjectindependent inference models, we determined that the latter

had a higher accuracy because the amount of data per subject
were significantly small. Particularly, pull-ups and push-ups,
which were the targets of this experiment, had a property
of fatigue accumulation with each repetition and changes in
movements. Therefore, misclassification occurred even when
the subject-dependent inference model was trained using only
data from the same subject. In the future, we aim to collect a
sufficient amount of data for each subject to build an inference
model with higher recognition accuracy.
Next, we used the LR that showed the best accuracy in
the subject-independent inference model to determine the
extent to which the accuracy depended on the position of
the accelerometer. The results are listed in Tables III and IV
,which showed that the accuracy, precision, and recall were
higher when the accelerometer was placed on top of the pullup machine.
The feature importance was calculated using LightGBM
for the features extracted in this study. Figure 5 shows the
importance of the top five features with the highest importance.
From the results, it was confirmed that features such as spectral
energy in the mid-frequency range of the acceleration X-axis
and standard deviation of the frequency components of the
acceleration Z-axis were effective.
The X-axis represents horizontal sway, and the Z-axis
represents forward and backward sway. The reason for the
large lateral sway may be that the subjects had different muscle
masses on the left and right sides, or that they were not
familiar with training using a pull-up machine. To validate this
consideration, we will conduct the experiment again after the
subjects are familiar with training using the pull-up machine.
TABLE I
R ECOGNITION RESULT OF PD MODEL BY 10- FOLD CV( TOP )
ML Algorithm
ANN
DT
ET
KNN
LightGBM
LR
NB
RF
SVM

Accuracy
0.771
0.680
0.680
0.723
0.734
0.760
0.691
0.773
0.743

Precision
0.772
0.678
0.680
0.728
0.733
0.761
0.687
0.771
0.757

Recall
0.771
0.680
0.680
0.723
0.734
0.760
0.691
0.773
0.743

F-measure
0.771
0.678
0.680
0.723
0.733
0.760
0.674
0.771
0.739

TABLE II
R ECOGNITION RESULT OF PI MODEL BY LOPO CV( TOP )
ML Algorithm
ANN
DT
ET
KNN
LightGBM
LR
NB
RF
SVM

Accuracy
0.763
0.682
0.654
0.734
0.765
0.776
0.572
0.756
0.748

Precision
0.762
0.684
0.657
0.735
0.764
0.775
0.488
0.756
0.747

Recall
0.763
0.682
0.654
0.734
0.765
0.776
0.572
0.756
0.748

F-measure
0.762
0.683
0.655
0.727
0.763
0.775
0.494
0.755
0.745

TABLE III
R ECOGNITION RESULT OF PD MODEL BY 10- FOLD CV(LR)
ML Algorithm
Top
Middle
Bottom

Accuracy
0.760
0.659
0.660

Precision
0.761
0.665
0.667

Recall
0.760
0.659
0.660

F-measure
0.760
0.659
0.662

TABLE IV
R ECOGNITION RESULT OF PI MODEL BY 10- FOLD CV(LR)
ML Algorithm
Top
Middle
Bottom

Accuracy
0.776
0.527
0.603

Precision
0.775
0.529
0.605

Recall
0.776
0.527
0.603

F-measure
0.775
0.523
0.599

VI. C ONCLUSION
This study focuses on in-home exercise, which has recently
attracted significant attention, and uses a pull-up machine in
consideration of area, cost, and ease of use. To easily record
and estimate the exercise, we conducted experiments using an
accelerometer.
As hypothesized from the experiments, the sway of the pullup machine varied depending on the exercise and could be
estimated only by the accelerometer. The swaying of the pullup machine was the greatest at the top, and the accelerometer
attached to the top showed the best accuracy.
However, in this experiment, the number and type of data
samples were not considered sufficient. By collecting sufficient
data from a wide range of generations, we expect to be able
to produce accurate and reliable exercise estimates.
In the future, we plan to expand this experiment to two other
areas. The first is to expand the estimation range. From this
experiment, we were able to estimate four types of exercises
using a pull-up machine using only the accelerometer. In the
future, we will aim to verify whether it is possible to estimate
the user, the number of repetitions, and the correctness of the
exercise, and compare and verify whether the accuracy is the
same or higher than that of methods using wearable devices
and cameras. The second is feedback to the user. Maintaining
exercise records alone is not likely to promote continued
exercise at home. Therefore, we will design feedback methods
based on the concept of IoT data-driven nudging [11], and
conduct long-term verification to investigate which methods
are effective as feedback for continuing exercise at home.
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